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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, 1866. Paperback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. No entry in my journal since the twenty-
eighth of March. Yet these seven silent days have a richer history than any that have arrived, with
their exactions or their gifts, since those liberal ones of two springs ago came to endow me with
your friendship. Easy to tread and pleasant to look back upon is the level plain of our life, uniform,
yet diversified, familiar, yet always new; but, from time to time, we find ourselves on little sunny
heights from which the way we have traversed shows yet fairer than we knew it, and that which we
are to take invites with more cheerful promise. I did not know last Friday morning that anything
was wanting to me. And had I not enough? My farm-duties, which restrict my study-time just
enough to leave it always the zest of privilege; my books, possessed or on the way; my mother s
dear affection; your faithful letters, true to the hour; Selden s, that come at last;-these, and then the
casual claims, the little countless pleasures infinitely varied, special portion of each human...
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ReviewsReviews

It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of time. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gianni Hoppe-- Gianni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alford Kihn-- Alford Kihn
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